Architectural constructs are engineered to impart desirable mechanical properties facilitating bridges, spanning a thousand meters and buildings nearly 1km in height.
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INTRODUCTION
The architecture of a bridge plays a pivotal role with respect to its load bearing capabilityas exemplified by the arch construct, which has been exploited for over 4000 years. Nature also exploits complex architectures to facilitate high mechanical strength coupled with lightweight design. However, many man-made materials are metals and are fully dense, which are atypical of the materials found naturally; rather nature exploits ceramic materials to communicate 'strength' including, for example, bone (apatite) or shell (carbonate). [ 1 ] It is therefore prudent to consider how one might copy nature and explore architectures that proffer desirable mechanical strength yet are light-weight. Indeed, Lai and co-workers replicated the remarkable form of a sea urchin skeletal plate to form macroporous copper with a triply periodic minimal surface and superior mechanical properties [ 2 ] .
The exemplary mechanical properties of a ceramic, such as hardness, elastic moduli are difficult to exploit because of the associated brittleness and low fracture toughness.
However, hierarchical structural control can be used to engineer materials, which can sustain elastic deformation up to 10% [ 3 ] , spawning the emerging field of 'ultra-strength' materials [ 4 ] .
The challenge is to manufacture ceramics with macroscopic dimensions yet retain architectural features at the nanoscale, which modify the mechanical properties in a beneficial way. Jauffres and co-workers found that macroporous ceramic films, under mechanical load, present a very short elastic deformation, followed by brittle collapse.
Conversely, nanoporous ceramics displayed contrasting behaviour with 'classical elastoplastic deformation and significant elastic recovery' [ 5 ] . For nanoporous materials, the evolution of cracks and dislocations are frustrated because they can potentially be annihilating at free surfaces, which may be only nanometers away.
In addition, nanoporous materials, with a nanoframe of smaller relative density than the fully dense parent material, can dissipate more energy per volume because the geometry of the nanoframe evolves during deformation to engage more of the material in plastic deformation [ 6 ] . This is because the void space within the porous material provides additional degrees of freedom to facilitate such geometrical evolution. Nanoporous
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Nanoporous functional materials are exploited in a wide variety of applications including: catalysis, energy conversion (battery, fuel cell), sensors [ 8 ] , adsorption and separation [7] and are being synthesised with ever increasing nanoarchitectural complexity including pores traversing zero-, one-, two-and three-dimensions that may, or may not be interconnecting;
bimodal and trimodal have also been synthesised [7] . However, under normal operating conditions, mechanical loading from, for example, friction and wear, thermal stress, mechanical stress and mechanical/thermal fatigue may reduce the lifespan of the material.
It is therefore desirable to understand their mechanical properties such that they can be manufactured with improved durability. Here, we use atomistic computer simulation to start to understand how the nanoarchitecture impacts upon the mechanical properties.
Specifically, as a first step, we predict the mechanical strength of a nanoporous functional oxide, ceria, with either a hexagonal or cubic array of 1D pores.
METHODS
In this section we outline the potential model used to describe the nanoporous ceria, the computer code used to perform the molecular dynamical simulations, the approach to generate full atomistic models of nanoporous ceria, which comprises complex microstructures, and the approach used to simulate deformation under uniaxial loading.
Potential Model
All calculations, presented in this study, were based upon the Born model of the ionic solid, where the energy, E, of the system is given by:
the first term represents the Coulombic interaction between ion i of charge Q i and ion j of charge Q j , which are a distance r ij apart. The second term is of the Buckingham form, which 
Simulation Code
The DL_POLY code, with three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions, was used to perform all the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations; the user manual provides comprehensive analytical descriptions and discussion of the molecular dynamics simulations, force fields, boundary conditions, algorithms and parallelisation methods used in these simulations [ 10 ] .
Atomistic Model
The mechanical properties of nanoporous ceria are influenced by three levels of hierarchical structural complexity: crystal structure, microstructure (grainboundaries, dislocations, point defects) and pore structure (symmetry, size, shape and connectivity of internal pores). Accordingly, if simulation is to generate models of nanoporous ceria, which can be interrogated to reliably predict mechanical properties, then all these levels of structural complexity must be included within a (single) atomistic model.
Experimentally, hierarchical structural complexity evolves during self-assembly and crystallisation. Intuitively, by simulating these processes, such hierarchical structural models can be generated. Here, we simulate the synthetic protocol of Deshpande and co-workers who used 'CeO 2 nanoparticles as building blocks in a block-copolymer-assisted assembly process to obtain nanoporous materials' [ 11 ] . In particular, we generate amorphous nanoparticles of ceria, position them within a simulation cell with either cubic or hexagonal symmetry, and allow the nanoparticles to agglomerate together to yield a continuous nanoporous network. The amorphous ceria, comprising the framework architectures, is then crystallised.
Specifically, a cube of CeO 2 , comprising 15972 ions, was cleaved from the parent bulk material, fig. 1 (a) and amorphised by performing MD simulation at 8000K for 50ps, fig   1(b,c) .The nanoparticle was then positioned within either a cubic or hexagonal simulation cell to facilitate nanoarchitectures with either a cubic or hexagonal array of 1-D pores, fig Once the desirable wall thickness was reached, the system was crystallised and then cooled to 0K. This was achieved by performing constant volume MD simulation at 3750K for typically 1000ps and at 0K for 50ps. Low temperature structures are shown in fig. 1(j,o) .
1(d,e).
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The images, fig 1(m,n) show two snapshots of the simulation captured from the trajectory.
As the simulation progressed, the wall thickness decreased. Accordingly, the trajectory file of the atom coordinates comprises atomistic models with a variety of wall thicknesses. The model chosen was the one with a wall thickness of 10nm, which is typically observed experimentally for mesoporous ceria.
For the system with a hexagonal array of 1-D pores, a dislocation spontaneously evolved during crystallisation. Accordingly, to explore the mechanical behaviour as influenced by the dislocation, we generated a further model by annealing out the dislocation. To achieve this, constant pressure MD simulation was performed at 4750K for 20,000ps during which time 
Deformation simulation
The mechanical properties of the nanoporous ceria were calculated by simulating stressstrain curves in response to applied uniaxial load. The elastic moduli were derived by calculating the gradient of the stress-strain curves and the yield strength was taken as the point on the stress-strain curve, where the curve showed a discontinuity.
Constant (uniaxial) Pressure simulations
Stress was introduced into the system by sequentially increasing the pressure along one direction and allowing the system to relax (zero pressure) in perpendicular directions using an NST ensemble (constant Number of particles, constant Stress and constant Temperature). In particular pressure increments of 0.01GPa were imposed followed by NST MD simulation performed at 300K for 5ps followed by a 5ps equilibration period, the latter helps mitigate the effect of the high strain rate. All models were first equilibrated by performing constant stress MD simulation at 300K for 100ps with a preliminary 25ps equilibration step.
RESULTS
In this section we describe the atomistic structures and mechanical properties of the nanoporous ceria.
Atomistic structures
The atomistic structures of nanoporous CeO 2 with hexagonal and cubic arrays of 1-D pores are shown in fig 2(a,b) and (c,d) respectively. Inspection of the models reveals that the pores have a pseudo hexagonal cross section; an enlarged view of the nanoceria with 1D hexagonal pores is shown in 1(e). Nanoporous ceria, synthesised via the assembly of ceria nanocrystals into highly ordered 3D nanostructures, reveal architectures similar to those of our atomistic models, 1(e) inset [11] , and act as validation. . This is a somewhat disingenuous nomenclature because the crystallisation, as a consequence of the relationship between the pore structure and crystal structure (orientation), caused the cells to deviate from these high symmetry assignations.
Moreover, as the results will reveal, the actual symmetry is pivotal to the properties of these nanoporous materials. KGaA, Weinheim.
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The crystal structure of a material is central to its mechanical properties; for materials with anisotropic crystal structures the elastic moduli will differ along the primary crystallographic axes. Similarly, we expect that the mechanical properties of nanoporous materials will differ if measured parallel or perpendicular to the pore directions. The mechanical anisotropy of the nanoporous material therefore rests critically upon the crystal structure and pore structure of the material and especially the orientational relationship between these two hierarchical levels of structure. Analysis of the atomistic models, using graphical techniques, reveals that the direction of the pores (which we have used to define the coordinate system along which compressive or tensile load is applied) is slightly off-axis to the major It is important to understand how the (synergistic) relationship between crystal orientation and pore direction manifests as a first step in being able to exact control over this relationship to help facilitate tuneable mechanical properties.
Our simulations reveal that the origins of such orientational relationship rest with the crystalline nucleating seed, which spontaneously evolves exposing CeO 2 {111} at the surface, fig. 4 . Exposure of this internal surface is energetically driven; CeO 2 (111) is the most stable surface of ceria [9] . However, the crystallographic orientation of the seed perpendicular to <111> and relative to the pore structure, is not thermodynamically driven because it is surrounded by an amorphous sea of ions; rather all orientations (rotational angles about <111>) are thermodynamically equivalent. However, this angle, fig 4(a) , governs the orientation of the crystal structure with respect to the pore structure. In particular, as the seed nucleates crystallisation of the surrounding sea of ions, navigating its way around the pore, the exposure of particular surfaces at the internal surfaces of the pore are dependent upon the orientation of the 'embryonic' crystalline seed with respect to the pore direction. Moreover, after circumnavigating the pore, the two crystallisation fronts must inevitably meet. It is unlikely that the two crystallisation fronts will be crystallographically aligned and therefore when they impinge upon one another a grain-boundary is formed. The situation is further complex because the relationship between the size of the pore with respect to the lattice parameter of ceria is likely incommensurate thus further frustrating the alignment of the crystallisation fronts. The necessity for imposing period boundary conditions will also introduce an 'artificial' constraint into the system as the crystallisation fronts impinge upon their images. Complete characterisation of these various phenomena is beyond the scope of this study. However, visualisation of the crystallisation process using graphical techniques, can provide qualitative insight and reveals considerable relaxation and rearrangement of atoms to low-energy positions, increasing the symmetry of the grain-boundaries.
Performing the simulated crystallisations at high temperatures facilitates greatly the process and we observe a 'pseudo' Oswald ripening process with some grains being annealed out via growth and realignment at the grain-boundary regions. We also note that the porous structure enables additional relaxational freedom during crystallisation (into the void space) and facilitates strain mitigating within the lattice compared to the parent bulk material. 
Cubic Pore System
Fig 5 shows the surfaces exposed within the pores for nanoporous ceria with a cubic array of 1D pores. A perspective view looking along the pore direction is shown in 5(a) and reveals a pseudo hexagonal pore shape cross-section with the top and bottom surfaces of the pore exposing {111} facets. We note that the crystal is missoriented with respect to the pore directions and therefore {111} of the crystal is (strictly) not perpendicular to the pore direction; rather it is vicinally aligned as evidenced by the steps on the {111} surfaces.
Nanoporous ceria has been synthesised using blockcopolymer templates and a non-aqueous solvent [ 12 ] . In particular, similar to the model structures, the real nanoporous material comprised crystalline walls with {111} planes exposed at the surfaces of the internal pores.
The structural accord between the atomistic model, fig 5(a) , and the real material, fig 5(b) , helps validate the models and proffers confidence in using the models to interrogate the mechanical properties.
The other four surfaces (ceria model) are similar to {100}. Closer analysis using molecular graphics reveal that these {100} surfaces are, in part, {111} facetted. Such structural evolution is thermodynamically driven because CeO 2 {111} is energetically the most stable surface. In addition to the faceting, the {100} surfaces expose -O-Ce-O-Ce-O-Ce-chains with CeO, rather than CeO 2 , stoichiometry at the surface, fig 5(c,d) . This is because CeO 2 {100} is dipolar and therefore intrinsically unstable [9, 13 ] . To facilitate stability of the CeO 2 {100}
surfaces, the dipole perpendicular to the surface needs to be quenched, which is achieved by reducing the number of surface oxygen by 50% via the evolution of -O-Ce-O-Ce-O-Ce-chain structures. The evolution of such structures occurs during the (simulated) crystallisation process.
Microstructure
Analysis of the cubic pore system, using graphical techniques, reveals twin grain-boundaries with {111} interfacial planes. In particular, thin slices comprising three atomic layers cut through the wall of the porous architecture reveal 'A-B-A' stacking of the Ce sublattice at the boundary, compared with 'A-B-C' stacking further from the boundary plane, the latter is commensurate with the fluorite structure. We explore the implications of the grain-boundary in the section on mechanical properties. 
Hexagonal Pore System
The atomistic structure of the pores in nanoporous ceria, comprising a hexagonal array of 
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Figure 7 Characterisation and comparison with experiment of the internal pore surfaces of the ceria model with hexagonal array of 1D pores, which includes a screw-edge dislocation running through the pore wall. (a) Perspective view of the surface of the pore. (b) Underside of the pore shown in (a). (c) Edge and (d) screw components of the dislocation. A pit, observed experimentally, (f,g), on a ceria {111} surface is characterised to have a step of three atomic layers and bounded by {110} and {100} microfacts, which is in quantitative accord with the atomistic model in that the model also comprises a hexagonal pit bounded by {110} and {100} microfacets with a step height of three atomic layers, shown in (e).
Cerium is coloured white and oxygen is red. Experimental data taken from ref. [14] AIP
Publishing LLC copyright 2008.
Mechanical Properties
Calculated stress-strain curves for the nanoporous ceria architectures, in response to mechanical load, were used to extract the yield stress/yield strain and elastic moduli, and are reported, in 
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Fig. 8 Mechanical properties of nanoporous ceria as a function of nanoarchitecture. (a) atomistic models with (left) cubic (CUB) and hexagonal (HEX) array of 1D pores together with the loading directions. (b) Calculated elastic moduli. (c) Calculated yield stress. (d) Calculated yield strain. HEX(D) indicates the hexagonal pore system, which includes a dislocation, fig. 7. Bars coloured blue correspond to uniaxial compression, and bars coloured red correspond to uniaxial tension.
Stress-strain curves, for the hexagonal pore system without dislocation under uniaxial compression, fig. 9 , reveal near linear elastic regions followed by plastic deformation and collapse of the nanoarchitecture. The figure also reports the stress-strain curves in directions perpendicular to the uniaxial stress applied to the system. For example, fig. 9 .
Poissons ratios were calculated, at the elastic limit, for directions normal to the load direction as the change in length of the nanoporous ceria normal to the load direction divided by the change in length of the nanoporous ceria parallel to the load direction. Cubic Pore System
Compression of the nanoceria comprising a cubic array of pores, fig 10(a), along either a or b is shown in fig 10(b,c) . Analysis of the starting structure reveals a twin-grain boundary, as evidenced by ABA stacking, fig 11(a) , of the cerium sublattice. Under compression, along a, the twin boundary grows out via a twinning dislocation moving in the plane of the grain boundary, fig 11(b) , and the material deforms plastically via a change from ABA to ABC stacking of the cerium sublattice, fig 11(c) .
Imposing tensile load along c results in crack formation. Analysis of the system, using molecular graphics, reveals the presence of point defects on one of the {111} surfaces of the pores, fig 12(a,b) , which nucleates fracture of the lattice exposing two {111} fracture surfaces, fig 12(c) .
We also note that tensioning the system comprising cubic pores along c results in a fluoriteto-rutile phase change, fig.12 (d,e) . This has been predicted, using atomistic simulation, previously by us for ceria nanorods, which extend along [110] as the primary axis [ 19 ] . The phase change facilitates stress relief as the rutile-structured polymorph is associated with a reduced density.
Hexagonal Pore System
For the system comprising a hexagonal array of pores (no dislocation), fig 10( 
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For the system comprising a hexagonal array of pores together with intrinsic dislocations under compression along b reveals two yield points, fig 13(a) . In particular, the system yields at about 3 GPa/0.03 and deforms plastically via dislocation glide, fig 12(c,d) , to 5% strain whereupon the dislocation is annihilated at the free (internal) surface and the material deforms elastically again to 8% strain (yield strength of 7 GPa). The system then deforms plastically, driven by a dislocation, which evolved at the surface of the pore and nucleated via a surface imperfection. We note that the elastic modulus increases by about 20% after the dislocation is annihilated. 
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DISCUSSION
A comparison between the yield strength of the hexagonal pore system with and without dislocation reveals that the system is weakened by the presence of a screw-edge dislocation under compression. In particular, the compressive yield stress/strain is reduced from 6.9GPa/-0.04 to 3.0GPa/-0.03 (uniaxial compression along b); the elastic modulus is also reduced from 138 to 114GPa, table 1. Conversely, under compression along a or c, the yield strengths of the system with or without a dislocation are similar; the yield strength (tension) is much less influenced by the dislocation. The crystal structure governs such behaviourspecifically, the direction of the compressive load with respect to the Burgers vector of the dislocation, fig 13(c,d) . The mechanical properties are therefore critically dependent upon the orientation of the pore direction with respect to the crystal direction and the load direction.
The orientational relationship between the pore direction and crystal direction emanates from the embryonic stages of crystallisation, fig 4, 
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twice the stress required to plastically deform the same system that already includes a dislocation (table 1, hexagonal pore system, loading along b). In particular, in our system, a surface vacancy cluster, fig 12(b) , nucleated the evolution of a dislocation enabling plastic deformation; oxygen vacancies are created in reduced ceria (CeO 2-x ) to facilitate charge neutrality associated with Ce(IV) -Ce(III) transitions and therefore we predict that reduced ceria will be less resilient to mechanical stress because there will likely be a higher concentration of surface imperfections to nucleate dislocation or crack evolution. 
Poissons ratios
Our calculations reveal that for the cubic pore system, the expansion/contraction of the lattice perpendicular to the primary load direction is predominantly isotropic. Conversely, the hexagonal pore system exhibits a predominantly anisotropic response. Specifically, compression of the hexagonal array of 1D pores along b results in a substantial expansion along a. This is because the compressive forces along b are resolved with components along a as the stress cannot be communicated through the void, fig 14(a) ; compression along a has no effect on the expansion along b because the forces can act continuously along a without resolving a component of the force along b. Similarly, we might expect the elastic modulus along a to be greater than b. However, our calculations reveal, table 1, that the elastic modulus along b is 60% greater than along a. Atomistic simulation can therefore provide additional insight to continuum mechanical approaches, which are more commonly used to elucidate the mechanical properties of a material [ 24 ] . In particular, forces are communicated via atom-atom bonds and bond angles. Accordingly, the mechanical properties will depend critically upon the orientational relationship between the crystal direction with respect to the pore direction and an atomistic model is needed to reliably predict the mechanical properties.
We caution that our reported expansions/contractions of the lattice and hence Poissons ratios are perhaps disingenuous because such (an)isotropy is a result of the arbitrarily chosen primary load direction. For example, compression along the ab-direction for nanoporous ceria with cubic array of 1D pores, fig. 2 (d) , as the primary load direction would likely deliver anisotropic behaviour perpendicular to the direction of the applied load as discussed for the hexagonal pore system above. Accordingly, similar to the 'rules of crystallography', the loading directions of a nanoarchitecture need to be defined to enable robust comparison between architectures. Nomenclature is therefore required to define the loading, pore and crystal directions together with the orientational relationship between them. 
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This epitomises the hierarchical structural complexity than one must address to have a coherent understanding of the mechanical properties of nanoporous functional materials including: crystal structure, microstructure (dislocations, grain-boundaries, point defects, morphology of internal pores) and pore structure (pore symmetry and connectivity) together with the orientational relationships between these hierarchical structural levels.
We also note that microstructural 'defects' at the pore level of hierarchical structure, fig. 2(e) (inset), also need to be included.
Sakanoi and co-workers used density functional theory to calculate the Youngs modulus (221.8 GPa) and fracture strength (22.7 GPa) of CeO 2 [16] . This compares with 175 GPa . This may help explain why nature engineers materials that are nanoporous -to capture their ultimate strength. Accordingly, we propose that it might be possible to engineer such strength into synthetic materials via nanopatterning to fabricate pores in all three-dimensions.
We also suggest that the crystal structure is oriented with respect to the pore symmetry such that the primary slip or crack directions do not lie commensurate with the nanoframe direction to prevent a dislocation or crack traversing the nanoframe [ 26 ] rather than being annihilated at a pore. On the other hand, the existence of point and extended defects at the crystal level, and pore level, fig 2(f) (inset) would help mitigate this possibility and might help explain why porous architectures found in nature do not exhibit long-range ordering of the pore structures.
Simulating the deformation and fracture of a solid (bulk) material is difficult using MD simulation. This is because models, which exploit periodic boundary conditions, do not include a free surface;
surface defects such as dislocations and cracks provide weak links for plastic deformation.
Accordingly, simulations using periodic boundary conditions do not give a true reflection of the real material and the mechanical properties can be orders of magnitude different compared to the measured values. For example, in table 1, the predicted yield stress using DFT is 22.5 GPa, whereas the measured value is 0.25 GPa. However, adjustments can be made to the predicted value to give a more realistic comparison with experiment. In particular, 22.5 GPa reduces to 0.5 GPa (table 1) . The adjustments are explained in detail in ref. [16] . Conversely, nanoporous materials do have (internal) surfaces and therefore the influence of surface cracks or dislocations can be captured within the simulations as we have shown in this study. Inevitably periodic boundary conditions will introduce some artificial constraints, such as one pore being slightly more resilient to stress than another (one wall comprising the nanoporous material might have a dislocation or surface crack, whereas a neighbouring wall might be pristine). However, this is likely to introduce more subtle differences compared to the orders of magnitude differences compare to simulating the parent (bulk) material.
Creating models with much larger unit cells (many pores) will help mitigate the approximations that emanate from using periodic boundary conditions in the simulations, but they will, inevitably, incur much higher computational cost.
CONCLUSION
We have used molecular dynamics simulation to predict yield stresses/strains for nanoporous ceria (comprising smaller than 10nm pores and 10nm wall thicknesses) of up to 20.1 GPa/-10% (compression) and -8.1 GPa/7% (tension) -almost two orders of magnitude higher than the parent bulk material (0.25 GPa yield strength).
Mechanical failure (plastic deformation) is driven via dislocation and/or cracking and proceeds along characteristic slip planes or crack directions within the fluorite-structured material. Surface defects/imperfections nucleate the evolution of dislocations and cracks in the pristine (dislocation-free) system under load.
The mechanical properties are governed by the orientation between the crystal symmetry/direction and the pore symmetry/direction. Such orientational relationship emanates from the embryonic stages of crystallisation of the walls of the nanoporous material. Our simulations predict that modifying synthetic conditions, such as solvent, pH, temperature, surfactant and/or templating agents -to exact control over the crystallisation and surfaces exposed (morphology) -can be used to tune the mechanical properties of nanoporous ceramics. The mechanical properties of a material are therefore critically dependent upon several levels of hierarchical structural complexity including: the crystal structure, microstructure (including: dislocations, grain-boundaries, morphology), pore structure. Moreover, because forces can only be communicated via atom-atom bonds and bond angles, which emanate from the crystal structure and its orientation with respect to the pore symmetry, atomistic simulation can provide unique additional insight compared to continuum mechanical approaches. To calculate the mechanical properties directly, all the levels of hierarchical structural complexity must be captured in a single model.
